NOTES:

1) ALL DIMENSIONS IN M yLS (1mil = 0.001 inches).
   DIMENSIONS ARE FOR BOUNDARIES ONLY.
   AND DOES NOT INCLUDE EDGE PLATING.

2) LAYER ORDER: TOP, POWER, GROUND, BOTTOM
   (THICKNESS TO BE ABOUT 1/16 INCHES).

3) THIS IS A FOUR LAYER BOARD.

4) ALL HOLES ARE PLATED THROUGH EXCEPT 2.

5) SOLDER MASK FILES ARE SCALED 1:1. MANUFACTURE MUST EXPAND SCALE
   TO INSURE THAT ALL PADS/WAS ARE FREE OF SOLDER MASK.

6) THIS BOARD HAS EDGE PLATING ON THE LEFT AND RIGHT EDGES, BEGINNING
   UNDER THE EARS AND ENDING 25mils FROM THE BOTTOM, INDICATED BY
   THE AREA FILL EXTENSIONS BEYOND THE BOUNDARIES ABOVE.

7) THE POWER PLANES ARE DIVIDED INTO 8 ELECTRICALLY ISOLATED
   REGIONS. THE 8th IS AN ADDITIONAL GROUND WHICH IS ELECTRICALLY
   CONNECTED TO THE GROUND PLANE.

8) SILK SCREEN MUST SHOW TEXT ONLY 1e (ALL NUMBERING AND LABELS).

9) MATERIAL: FR4 WITH 2oz COPPER ALL AROUND